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Next Run No: 1689
Date: 10/12/12
Start: Grenofen Bridge
On Down: Halfway House
Hares: Slush
Scribe: TBC
It was a wild and stormy night………… no, done that one.

It was Wet, Wet, Wet…..

I felt it in my fingers and in between my toes……. No, cut that out, you’re not
going into a song while I’m here (Glanni will get that one).
Struggling with this one as Whinge, who was ‘Press Ganged’ into scribing the Hash Mag didn’t
show. What had Luscious got or doing to him that was more appealing than a wet, muddy run
on a cold, dark night?
It was very wet, apparently. Well it looked it from the comfort of the Rock Inn. So wet Sam
was seen upside down with a sign pointing the way to the start; Bombay, or was the sign
upside down? So Wobbly and Psycho had set an international theme, Oz rules with a mention
to India. By the way if anyone is thinking of taking a holiday in Zambia, just have a quick word
with Psycho about her exploits trying to return home on Zambia Scareways. This explains her
reluctance to Charlie’s attempts to persuade her to return to the Dark Continent for a
combined safari and sailing holiday with Somali pirates.
However, a bedraggled Hash eventually staggered back to the Rock and reports soon came
back: Sturmeroid getting lost and being chased by donkeys; chasing donkeys knowing
Sturmeroid’s dislike for anything furry. He apparently defected to the Stannary Hash after
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being rejected by the said beasts for the rest of the run but still made it back to the Rock
because he was owed a pint.
Meanwhile Windy and Racey had returned from their brief sojourn in France. Racey was thrilled
with Bumsen’s re-christening to Dildo and says she wants one. Say no more…….a new Hash
name that is.
QC made Jerry’s evening with a tale: something to do with Spikes Auntie bending over and
giving him a surprise! That reminds me of my late father-in-law, Dr Peter Watt on one of his
home visit to an elderly female patient on a wild and windy night. Having asked her to bend
over he inserted a rectal thermometer and waited the allotted time for the temperature to
register. At the appropriate moment the thermometer was withdrawn, the patient immediately
responded with ‘Oh thank you Vicar’. A confused Dr Watt drove home that evening intending
to visit the vicar first thing in the morning.

QUIZ NIGHT
A big thank you to Steve and Diane and to all those who helped organise and run a fun night
out. Some esoteric questions were posed that stretched the already over-stretched capacities
of some team members.
Hurricane and Can’t Remember set the scene for the Bond round with a stylish re-enactment
of Gold Finger. Hurricane didn’t have a Berretta in his pocket but he was still pleased to see
Money Penny.
However, it was not to be the night for the half-wits who dominated pole position until the fish
and chips and alcohol kicked-in. This normally conciliatory, uncompetitive and learned team of
individuals were relegated to third place. They were obviously let down by their scribe’s poor
spelling and hand writing; an ex teacher, say no more! ASAP, aka team Lloyd came through
with a blistering finish after playing a dodgy Joker and took the title. It must have been down
to the brain food they were consuming. Rumour control has it that Charlie was seen tabbing
performance enhancing drugs.
Can’t be Arsed came in a close second with Gannet displaying her ruthless competitive side by
banishing Scrotey to the ‘4 Plays’ thus eliminating them as a threat. The ‘Late Developers’ left
it a little too late but still came in with a very strong 6th position.
And now as we approach Christmas…..
HASH CHRISTMAS CARD
Please see Ann (K2) and sign the card, immediately after your generous donation to our two
charities: The Chestnut Appeal for prostate cancer and Devon Air Ambulance. A sound
investment for the majority of the men; actually come to think of it the old water works hasn’t
been its usually torrent lately. Kamikazes Slush and Gannet, who are looking remarkably
unbuttered lately, will no doubt like to invest with the Air Ambulance.
12th Night

Sign Up, Sign Up and Pay Up please. It’s time to put deposits down etc. And Spike can’t
start on his costume until safe in the knowledge the venue is confirmed.
Buffy’s Sofa
Yes, it’s Free. Just turn up and take away this William Morris inspired piece of pristine loll
ability. You too can luxuriate and couch till your heart’s content without spending a penny; on
the price that is.
On On
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